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Parent Involvement
Letter from the Editor

by Jennifer Schroeder, SESA Deafblind & Multiple Disabilities Specialist
The goal of every IEP team that I meet is the same- to have it be school AND family, not
school vs. family, or school . . . family. We want to be able to work together as school staff
and student family to be able to give our students a rich life. But how do we achieve
that? There are times when parent goals and school goals are not the same. Or, school
may have one set of equipment and home another. It is important for everyone to
remember the saying, "school is school and home is home". All kids, regardless of disability
category, deserve to be able to go home and just relax. It is not always time for therapy
or time to work on a specific skill at home. So, how do we blend the goals of each unique
setting, as well as the time (or lack thereof!) in each setting? This month, SESA specialists
give some ideas on how to make sure that it truly can be school AND home!

Enhancing Communication Skills at Home
by Kendra Wolf, SESA Autism Impairment Specialist

As a parent, you can continue to support your child’s communication skills at
home. You are the best possible teacher for your child – no one knows your child better
than you! When a child learns at home with the people closest to them, learning
becomes natural, motivating, and fun. You can help to turn any everyday activity into
an opportunity for communication. Start by recognizing your child’s stage and style of
communication so you know what steps to take next to help expand your child’s
language and social interaction skills.
1. "Own Agenda" Stage: Your child briefly interacts with you but typically wants to do
things alone. They will look at or reach for what they want.
• Create opportunities for your child to communicate with you intentionally by
making requests. Try placing one of their favorite items within their view but out of
their reach, requiring them to communicate with you to acquire that object.
• Play "people games" with your child, such as jumping or tag, that requires them to
take turns with others using eye contact and sounds.
2. “Requester” Stage: Your child briefly interacts with you. They may begin to echo a
few words but often communicate with you by pointing or pulling you to what they
want.
• Prompt your child to replace pulling and leading with gestures, pictures, sounds, or
word attempts. Try to increase the number of opportunities they have to request
those items.
• Help your child use an action or sound to get you to continue a physical game,
like tickle or chase.
3. “Early Communicator” Stage: Your child will interact with you and the people they
know in familiar situations. They will respond to you by repeating what you say or make
requests for motivating things.
• Teach your child to increase their use of gestures, signs, pictures, or words to make
requests in new situations.
• Help your child to communicate for a variety of reasons, not just for what he or she
wants. Encourage them to refuse or protest, answer questions, or comment on
things.
4. “Partner” Stage: Your child participates in longer interactions. They play with other
children and use their words to request, protest, greet, gain attention, and ask or
answer questions.
• Teach your child to start a game by saying, “go” after you say, “ready, set…” and
don’t start the game until someone says “go”. Continue the activity until your child
wants to stop and let them end the game.
• Help your child to understand familiar words by describing what your child is doing
while they do it (i.e. “putting shoes on”). This will help him or her to understand the
meaning of words.
Check-out the following books from the SESA library when helping your child build
language or social communication skills:
• More Than Words by Fern Sussman

•

It Takes Two to Talk: A Parent’s Guide to Helping Children Communicate by Ayla
Manolson.

Referenced: Sussman, F., & Lewis, R. B. (2012). More than words: A parents guide to building interaction and language skills for children with autism
spectrum disorder or social communication difficulties. Toronto, Ont: Hanen Program.

Getting Families More Involved

by Meriah Cory & Amy Topmiller, SESA Multiple Disabilities Specialists
Here are some simple suggestions to help facilitate family involvement:
Have a student complete a cut and paste picture sequence of an activity, like brushing
teeth, into small manageable steps that they can bring home to show their parents. This
provides an example for the parents of supports the student needs and encourages
generalization of that skill for the student. You can use a follow-up form to get feedback
on how the student is doing with the skill.

For an open house night, have students showcase their work to others, including their
families. Students could choose different activities/projects that were completed at
school to "present" in small groups that would rotate in shifts throughout the night. This
allows students to present to others what they have learned, work on communication
skills, and enjoy time with their families.

Start a daily or weekly student journal. Have 3 or 4 sentence starters and then multiplechoice options available. Students can choose what they walk to tell their family about
and these sentences can be great conversation starters for the family. If a student cannot
independently choose how they want to write the sentence the choices can be put into
a communication device or can be put on an eye-gaze frame. Teachers and families
can also reverse this and students can send a journal back to the school about what was
done on a weekend.

Of course, there is the communication log book that the staff fills out about the day in
school and then the family tells the staff about what happened at home:

Don’t try and make these activities too involved, no one has the time to spend hours
each day or week doing these. Make them simple and if possible, repetitive so that the
student, family, and staff can create habits that will be sustainable.

Increasing Parent Involvement

by Tara Maltby, AARC Program Coordinator
Part of the role as an AARC specialist is fielding calls from parents. Often, we get
calls from parents explaining that their child is developing new skills in the classroom,
but they are having difficulty seeing those same skills in the home. Typically, my next
question is to ask about any visual supports or teaching strategies they may be using
in the classroom to support the new skills. Parents regularly report that they think
some sort of supports are used in the classroom, but they are not sure of what those
are.
My tip for increasing parent involvement isn’t particularly earth shattering, but I feel
it is one that is often overlooked. If you would like to get parents excited about their
child’s learning, if applicable, give them the tools they need to facilitate that same
learning in the home. As a former classroom teacher, I realize you barely have time
to create your own materials, let alone materials for someone else, but if you have
willing parents, giving them the tools they need will really pay off for your student.
When I did this in my classroom, I would try to find a handout that explains what
strategy I am using, how to implement that strategy to teach a skill, and print extra
copies of any visuals I was using to teach the skill. That way I didn’t have to spend
a lot of extra time prepping the take-home kit for the parents, but they would still
have all the tools they needed to implement the skill at home. For example, if I was
using a visual schedule I would send home this handout. If I needed to, and parents
were open to it, I’d also touch base with them in a quick phone call to review the
intervention.
So if you can, pass on your strategies to the parents along with the tools to
implement the strategy in the home, you will see some great results in your students!

Parent Involvement (All About ASL)

by Kelsey Koenigs, SESA Deaf & Hard of Hearing Specialist
"Children are made readers on the laps of their parents."
- Emilie Buchwald
Although modes of communications may vary in deaf and hard of hearing kiddos (i.e.
cochlear implant users, hearing aid wearers, device-based communicators, American
Sign Language signers) they all require the same components for literacy success:
home involvement and intentional exposure to texts. Simply put, read with them. 15
minutes a day is all it takes! Let them pick the book, offer variety, offer repetition, get
animated, make sure your kiddo can see your face/mouth/ hands along with the text,
take turns, get siblings involved, you’ve got this! The goal is to make reading a preferred
activity. This will help their reading, writing, articulation/signing and overall
communication! It may even help eliminate behaviors from communication frustration!
Still unsure? Below are more helpful tips and resources for reading with your kiddo:
• LSL (Listening and Spoken Language)/Total Communication Parents

•

•

ASL (American Sign Language)/Total Communication Parents:Don’t know sign?
Aren’t confident in your signing yet? Use this online source to supplement your
reading time (refer to September 2018 Newsletter)!
Communication Devices: For more suggestions and to access the Strategy of the
Month.

All Parents: Don’t forget to support yourselves. Consider networking with other parents
of deaf and hard of hearing children. Find deaf and hard of hearing role
models/mentors that show not only your kiddo but yourself that there are no limits to
what they can achieve.
Check out these resources from HandsandVoices.org:
• Articles and videos from Deaf/Hard of Hearing Adults and Teens
• Stories from Family Perspectives

Vision and Your Child

by Angel Black, SESA Vision Impairment Specialist
Perkins School for the Blind has a
motto, “You know your child, we know
vision”. That statement is at the very
heart of why it is so important to get
parents involved in their child’s
education. As educators, it is difficult
to meet the needs of a student that
you don’t know very well. The more
information and involvement from
parents, the better off the entire team
will be! It’s like building a bridge
between home and school, not only for the student but for the parents too.
As a parent, negativity about my child was the fastest way to get me to run for
the nearest exit and not answer my phone for two weeks! I knew what my son’s
challenges were, I needed to hear something good, something positive, some
thread of hope that we were on the right track.
Here are a few ideas to ramp up the volume on getting parents excited and
involved in their child’s education:
• Be positive! Send home a note, or better yet, give the parent a call with an
anecdote, something the student said that was funny or kind, or telling them
about a success the student had that day. Be the teacher that the parent
actually wants to talk to!
• Ask parents for their input on how the student is doing. Ask how they feel
about the student’s progress or lack thereof. Help them to feel like an active
participant in their child’s educational experience.
• Ask parents for their feedback on issues of concern.

•
•

•

Involve parents in fun activities going on at school or in your classroom.
If your student is reading a new Braille/large print book or is using a piece of
assistive technology the parents haven’t seen, send it home (if possible). The
student sharing materials or devices that help them at school when they are
home with their parents will create excitement on both sides!
If your student does work with assistive technology make sure the parents
know how to use it too. If necessary, have a training so they are kept in “the
loop”.

Try to involve parents in positive ways and you will find that they truly appreciate
the opportunity to be directly involved with their child’s school experiences, and a
culture of common understanding will begin to thrive.

IEP's and Tennis

by Patrick Pillai, SESA Executive Director
Any meeting manifests dynamics unique to the group assembled. IEP meetings are no
different! Parents advocate the best for their child, teachers understand the child in an
instructional setting.
Parents advocate in different ways, sometimes coming across much more strongly than
they intend to. Teachers advocate what they believe the child to be capable of
learning. Most times we get it right. Other times, we need to work together to figure it
out.
IEP meetings should be run like a game of tennis. After every serve, we move to center
court. Neutral, balanced, and ready to take another swing at perfection!

SESA Library Resources
Teaching Literacy Skills to Young Children With Autism, From
Phonics To Fluency

by Kimberly A. Henry. Future Horizons, c2010.
Description: This book presents simple instructional strategies that

can be used to help develop early literacy skills in young children
with autism. Read More

Drawing a Blank: Improving Comprehension for Readers on the
Autism Spectrum
by Emily Iland; foreword by Brenda Smith Myles. AAPC, c2011.
Description: This practical and well-researched resource provides
educational professionals and parents with the tools to improve
comprehension for good decoders who have reading comprehension
difficulties, as well as readers who struggle with both decoding and
comprehension. Read More

Tasks Galore

by Laurie Eckenrode, Pat Fennell, and Kathy Hearsey
Description: Has pages of tasks that address skills in the categories of fine
motor skills... Read More

Tasks Galore: For the Real World

by Laurie Eckenrode, Pat Fennell, and Kathy Hearsey
Description: A tool for preparing older elementary students, adolescents,
and adults for independence in the home, school, community,
workplace. Read More

Teaching Reading to Children with Down Syndrome: A Guide
for Parents and Teachers

by Patricia Logan Oelwein
Description: This guide presents a nationally recognized reading program
for children with Down syndrome that can be used to effectively meet a
child's unique learning needs and style. Read More

Study Buddies: Parent Tutoring Tactics

by Julie Bowen, Daniel Olympia, William Jenson
Description: Designed to teach parents how to be effective tutors to their
children at home: focuses on three basic academic areas (math, facts,
spelling, and a home reading program). Read More

Social Thinking Across The Home and School Day (DVD)

by Michelle Garcia Winner and the Gray Center for Social Learning and
Understanding. Gray Center, c2003.
Description: The workshops and therapy techniques ... help parents and
educational professionals provide a more thoughtful approach to
recognizing the social cognitive reasons for students' deficits and then
teaching them concepts that break social cognitive information and
related skills down into smaller parts. Read More

For more information on any of the resources listed above, or questions about the SESA
Lending Library, please visit our website or contact our Librarian, Anne Freitag
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